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As Europe and Latin America’s leaders meet behind the “safety” of barricades and thousands of
police during the Fifth Official Ministerial between the two regions, the National Engineering
University is host to the Third Peoples’ Summit: Linking Alternatives. Activists from both
regions convened to discuss alternatives to neoliberalism and a world that is more just, more
democratic, and based on principles of solidarity. Portuguese activist researcher Boaventura
de Sousa Santos was one of better-known participants. Raphael Hoetmer spoke with him
during his stay in Lima.

How would you explain the current situation in Latin America?

Changes in the world are happening fast and show a lot of contradictions due to the host of 
political events that have affected us in recent years. An example of which are the changes in 
Ecuador, Bolivia, and more recently in Paraguay. Elections in these countries have been won 
[respectively] by a progressive economist, an indigenous campesino, and a priest who follows 
liberation theology, showing the materialization of resistance against the neoliberal policies of 
recent decades. 

On the other hand, Latin America remains a key piece in the economic strategy of the 
transnational companies and the governments of the North. One must remember the 
capitalist system always needs new spaces for generating economic profits. In this way, the 
expansion of the market has come to convert water, health services, and education into 
commodities; something that before was unthinkable. At this moment, the commodification 
of natural resources is the fundamental strategy of capital accumulation in the medium-term, 
zeroing in on the enormous amount of biodiversity in Latin America.

This renewed focus on Latin America has been accelerated by the fiasco of the war on Iraq. The
United States now realizes that during its relative absence in its “back yard” changes have
come to being that present two problems for its agenda. First, social processes had advanced
beyond its control, far beyond what it expected, resulting in progressive governments and in
strong social movements. Secondly, those movements achieved power through democracies
in a period in which the U.S. was using the discourse of democracy to justify interventions
around the planet.

In this context a new strategy of counter-insurgency is developed consisting in a mix between 
the Alliance for Progress with a conscious policy of dividing the movements, specifically the 
indigenous movement. Meanwhile, in recent years, militarization has deepened and the 
criminalization of protest has brutally intensified.

In this context you just described, some changes to the neoliberal paradigm are 
evident. Do you think this paradigm has transitioned into one of security?

Yes, this seems to me as the final perversion of neoliberal re-structuring. In effect, 
neoliberalism tries to replace existing concepts of development and democracy with concepts 
of control and security due to its incapacity for generating solid popular support.

This is a consequence of a deepening social exclusion, misery, and inequality under neoliberal
capitalism that implies the emergence of phenomenon I call “social fascism.” This is not a
political regime, but a form of social relations of such strong inequality that they even have
veto-power over the lives of others. We run the risk of living in societies that are politically
democratic but socially fascist.

The most painful example of this logic is the growth of hunger in the world that shows the
contradiction between life (the production of accessible sustenance for the world’s population)
and profit (the production of profitable biofuels). The emergence of “social fascism” shows how
the modernist project is broken, because it's failed to fulfill its promises of liberty, equality and
solidarity, and we know now that it won’t fulfill them in the future either.

In this context, we are presented with the contradiction between the security paradigm, with
the fight against terrorism, on the one hand, and on the other states that re-vindicate their
sovereignty, social movements, and specifically the struggle of indigenous peoples. It’s in
indigenous territories where 80 percent of Latin America’s biodiversity lies. In this sense,
organizations like the Coordinator of Andean Indigenous Organizations (CAOI), the National
Confederation of Communities Affected by Mining of Peru (Conacami), and the National
Coordinator of Ayllus and Marqas (Conamaq) of Bolivia are a threat to the status quo.

Therefore, the criminalization of dissent throughout Latin America is strongest against
indigenous peoples, like we’ve seen in Peru and Chile. A clear effort exists in transforming
indigenous into the terrorists of the 21st century, as shown by documents of the CIA. The
document “Global Trends 2020” shows their worry about the radicalization of indigenous
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